Leukocyte procoagulant activity in man: an in vitro correlate of delayed-type hypersensitivity.
Human mononuclear leukocytes generate cell-bound procoagulant activity (LPCA) after incubation with an antigen (mumps or tuberculin) to which the donor was previously sensitized. An inhibitor of coagulation appears to be liberated into the extracellular culture fluid during incubation of leukocytes with the sensitizing antigen. Removal of this activity before measuring LPCA resulted in a reliable test that correlated directly with delayed skin reactivity. The assay was particularly sensitive in that cells from weakly sensitized donors who reacted only to high doses of tuberculin (100 TU) in the delayed skin tests produced detectable LPCA in vitro. By contrast cells from weakly sensitized donors did not react to PPD in the lymphocyte blast transformation test or the direct macrophage migration inhibition factor test. The LPCA assay correlated closely with the blast transformation and MIF tests in which cells were used from more strongly sensitized donors who reacted in skin tests with lower doses of tuberculin (1 or 10 TU). The assays were antigen-specific in that cells from donors sensitive to mumps antigen but not to tuberculin reacted only to mumps antigen in vitro. The assay was extremely reproducible; cells from individual donors reacted to the same extent over a period of 8 mo). We propose that the assay system reported here represents an improved method for the measurement of cell-mediated immunity in vitro because it requires fewer donor cells, is technically simpler, and is more sensitive than previously described methods.